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Prior to New Study
 Sponsor Requests Assistance – Letter of Intent
 Galveston District submits new start proposal
 Budget competition (limited new starts)
 Initial study funds received
 Negotiate Project Management Plan 
 Sign Feasibility Cost Share Agreement

 Sponsor Cost Share
► 50% typically; can be provided as Work-in-Kind
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Feasibility Planning Phase 
Milestones

 Initiate Study - execute FCSA, receive $$
 Alternative Measures Milestone (AMM)
 Tentatively Selected Plan (TSP)
 HQ & Public review of draft report
 Agency Decision Milestone (ADM)
 District Engineer signs final report and FONSI or ROD
 Division Engineer’s Public Notice ~ 36 mos. (CMR MSC)
 Senior Leaders Panel, formerly Civil Works Review Board (CWRB)
 HQ, State & Agency review of final report
 Chief of Engineers Report
 ASA(CW) coordination with OMB; briefing
 OMB clearance
 ASA(CW) transmittal to Congress

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We covered the legal and policy requirements of the feasibility phase and gave you some idea of the role of engineering in meeting these requirements.Now let’s look at the USACE process requirements for conducting the feasibility phase and engineering’s role.The end product is the feasibility report which is transmitted to Congress for project authorization by the ASA(CW).  There are a number of intermediate milestones in getting there.The phase starts when the District receives Federal funds and signs the FCSA.  There are several points along the way where HQ and public review are required.  Draft and final versions of the report are prepared.  The target for completing the final report (i.e., Division Engineer’s Notice) is 36 months. (Optional: if not used by the MSC, then the Division Commander transmittal letter is the CMR check point.)I’m going to cover most of these milestones in more detail.
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Feasibility Phase Milestones
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The Expectation

 A study scope that will produce a decision 
document within 3 years for $3 million or 
less

 Or, if risks are unacceptable, an 
exemption request that lays out the scope, 
schedule and budget necessary to 
produce a policy compliant decision 
document IAW Planning Bulletin 2012-04

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The starting point is $3 million or less.  (Don’t forget the “or less” part.  Some studies can be done for less than $3M.)There is a $3 million dollar answer (aka - recommendation); the question is whether the uncertainties are so great that the recommendation is risky or indefensible.  If the uncertainties in the decision information (costs, benefits, impacts, safety, etc) are high enough to create a decision risk or a performance risk, then the study team will work with the vertical team and the appropriate PCXs (or other technical resources) to develop an appropriate scope, schedule and budget.
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It’s Not 1 Size Fits All

 Some studies can be completed for less 
than $3 million
 Many more will fall around $3 million 
 Some will require exemptions in order to 

be policy compliant and technically sound

 Do not break complex studies into smaller 
parts just to keep the parts below $3M 
each – keep a systems perspective

Presenter
Presentation Notes
3x3x3 is a forcing function.  It challenges us to be efficient, but it is not a “one-size-fits-all” requirement.  Many of our studies will fall around the $3M budget, because we will allocate our study funds to reduce risks in some areas will taking risk in acceptable areas so that we can complete a decision document.  Some studies won’t get there though, because the risks are too high.  We will evaluate those risks and identify the necessary work to complete the study.We won’t break the study into separate pieces just for the sake of keeping the pieces below the $3M threshold.  We may need to do that for technical reasons (completely different problems and opportunities, different systems, etc) or public policy reasons (expedite an action in a region, or a regional sponsor is not yet ready to commit), but we won’t do it to artificially meet the constraint.
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Feasibility Planning Phase 
Purposes

Find a good solution
 Document compliance with §905(a) of WRDA 1986
 Document compliance with U.S. Water Resource 

Council’s Principles & Guidelines (P&G), 1983
 Document NEPA compliance
 Documentation for decision-makers
 Recommend a project for authorization
 Support the budget development process

Presenter
Presentation Notes
USACE relies on the feasibility report for the following:Document compliance with the WRC’s Economic and Environmental Principles and Guidelines for Water and Related Land Resources Implementation Studies, 10 Mar 83.Document compliance with §905(a) of WRDA 1986, the law that established the requirement for a feasibility report.Document for decision-makers that the project complies with laws & policies.And if all of these requirements are met, recommend a project for authorization.However, even if it meets all the requirements and is ultimately authorized, it may never make the President’s budget if the BCR is less than 3:1 
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Requirements of 
§905(a) of WRDA 1986

Prepare a feasibility report that:
 describes the economic, environmental, and social 

benefits and detriments of the recommended plan and 
alternative plans;
 describes a nonstructural alternative;
 describes the engineering features, purposes, scope, 

and scale of the recommended plan;
 describes the Federal and non-Federal participation in 

the recommended plan; and
 demonstrates public acceptability and that States, other 

non-Federal interests, and Federal agencies have been 
consulted.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In addition to meeting the requirements of the P&G, feasibility reports also have to meet certain requirements established by §905(a) of WRDA 1986.The Requirements of §905(a) are to:Describe the economic, environmental, and social benefits and detriments of the recommended plan and alternative plans;Describe a nonstructural alternative;Describe the engineering features, purposes, scope, and scale of the recommended plan;Describe the Federal and non-Federal participation in the recommended plan; andDemonstrate public acceptability and that States, other non-Federal interests, and Federal agencies have been consulted.
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P&G* Requirements: The 
Federal Objective

“The Federal Objective of water and related land
resources planning is to contribute to National
Economic Development (NED) consistent with
protecting the Nation’s environment pursuant to
national environmental statutes, applicable
executive orders and other Federal requirements.”

Or NER for ecosystem restoration studies
*The updated PR&G broaden the focus from NED to all benefit accounts
and from a monetary focus to a combination of monetary/non-
monetary, quantitative/qualitative.  USACE guidance unchanged until 
legislative limits are lifted from appropriations bill.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Remember the overall objective of Federal water resources development projects defined in Chapters II (NED) & III (EQ) of the P&G of 1983.  It really has 3 parts:1.  Contribute to NED / NER;2.  Protect the environment; and 3.  Comply with Federal laws, Executive Orders, and other requirements. The economic based objective of the P&G of 1983 does not work for projects that primarily produce environmental benefits.Our comparable objective for environmental projects is to contribute to National Ecosystem Restoration (NER).
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 Applies to all Federal water resources planning 
agencies
 Six Step Planning Process
 Consult affected states, other nations and the public
 Interdisciplinary Planning
 Formulate the NED plan and other plans
 Risk and Uncertainty
 Procedures for NED Benefit and NER Evaluation

P&G Requirements (continued)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
P&G applies to USACE and other Federal agencies doing water resources planning - NRCS, TVA, Bureau of Reclamation.P&G prescribes a Six Step Planning Process.It requires that we Consult affected states, other nations and the public.Planning is to be accomplished by Interdisciplinary teams (engineers, economists, biologists, archaeologists, etc.).We have to Formulate the NED plan and other plans that address other objectives.We have to quantify Risk and Uncertainty associated with the costs, benefits, and impacts of plans for decision-makers.  For example, constructing an SPF levee to protect ducks is not appropriate; ducks float!P&G also established Procedures for Evaluation NED and NER of plans.
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Feasibility Planning Phase Products

 Feasibility Report with:
 Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) & Record 

of Decision (ROD) or Environmental Assessment 
(EA) & Finding of No Significant Impact (FONSI)

 Engineering Appendix
 Real Estate Plan
 Other appendices & supporting documentation

 Sponsor Financial Self-certification
 Project Management Plan (PMP)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
These are the major products of the feasibility phase.The feasibility report includes:EIS or EA - NEPA document may be self supporting between Feasibility Report covers or integrated in the text of the report. FONSI included if EA.An Engineering Appendix and Real Estate Plan must be prepared.  The Engineering Appendix does not have to be submitted to HQ, but must be available if needed.  We’ll say more about the Engr App when we talk about ER 1110-2-1150.Other appendices & Supporting documentation as needed for technical analysis such as engineering (H&H, geotech, design), detailed economic data, and supplemental environmental material needed to comply with FWCA, ESA, NHPA.Financial Analysis package, is not part of the feasibility report.  It documents the sponsor’s plan for financing its share of the project (bonds, taxes) and the District’s analysis of the sponsor’s financial capability.Also need a current PMP.
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Focus on alternatives 
evaluation to identify a 
tentative plan for more 
detailed design

Focus on scaling the 
measures and features for 
the recommended plan/LPP 

Planning and Engineering

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There is an important role for Engineering on both sides of this arrow.  We need engineering input in formulation, and engineering is especially critical after selection of a recommended plan.  Everything before the Agency Decision Milestone is about how you formulate and reduce the array (responsible, credible).  Targeted engagement by Agency Technical Review team focuses on high risk / uncertainty decisions – this can happen to inform a decision.  The ATR Lead does not need to wait until a decision has been made to review it. After the Milestone, you are working to scaling measures and features, developing an appropriate level of cost and design for the final recommendation.  Although the draft report has gone through ATR before this milestone, there will certainly be additional review needed on critical decisions made on the scaling of measures and features of the recommended plan.  The ATR Team’s job is not done until the final report is submitted. One of the things we heard from the Chiefs is “if a parametric effort is funded, a parametric design is what will be provided (along with the uncertainty that comes with a parametric design).”  This is true – and this is what we would expect before the agency decision milestone.  After a single recommendation (or recommendation and the LPP) is endorsed, additional detail – on design, cost, etc. – will be developed.   
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Alternatives Milestone 
Purpose: Vertical team agreement on the focused array of 

alternatives that will undergo continued analysis to identify a 
TSP. Refine the PMP to focus remaining study activities on key 
alternatives; NEPA scoping; policy issues.

Procedures:
 District provides HQ documentation of without-project condition, 

evaluation of preliminary plans, plans to be evaluated further and 
policy issues.

 Documented in Report Synopsis, Risk Register, Decision 
Management Plan

 District revises PMP; amends FCSA if needed.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The PMP developed during the recon phase was based on available information.  It was based on your best guess of what your were going to do. Early in feasibility, NEPA requires a scoping activity to reach agreement with the agencies on the problems and solutions to be investigated, the nature and scope of analysis needed, and type of NEPA document (EA or EIS).Also, early in feasibility, after basic data has been collected and some preliminary evaluation of plans has been accomplished, there is an opportunity to focus remaining study activities on the key alternatives and analyses.As a basis for refining the scope of the feasibility phase, the District will develop documentation of the without project condition, its evaluation of preliminary plans, and plans to be studies further. The without condition should be quantified (I.e.; Ave Ann Flood Damages; # of Structures, types, values). Evaluation of preliminary plans means sufficient information on benefits, costs, and impacts to judge whether each alternative should be studied further.HQ, Division, District, Agencies, and the sponsor will discuss the information and the changes to the PMP agreed upon will be documented in a decision log.The District will revise the PMP and amend the FCSA, if needed.The revised PMP becomes the roadmap for conducting the remainder of feasibility.Engineering’s role is to document the analysis of without project condition; design, cost, and benefits of preliminary plans; idenitfy key uncertainties and risks; evaluate risk in risk register; participate in the vert team IPRs and the milestone meeting; and revise its portion of the PMP.
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Tentatively Selected Plan (TSP)
Purpose: To obtain vertical team concurrence on the 

tentatively selected plan prior to public review of the draft 
report.

Procedures:
 District holds in-progress reviews (IPRs) with the vertical team 

throughout study process and conduct DQC or targeted ATR as work 
is developed. 

 When PDT identifies TSP, hold an IPR to brief vertical team; provide 
documentation of costs, benefits, and impacts of alternative plans; 
status of NEPA, engineering, real estate; issues.

 District schedules TSP milestone meeting and submits report 
synopsis, risk register, and decision management plan

 District releases draft report.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The next opportunity for HQ involvement comes just before the District is ready to seek public review of its tentatively selected plan via the draft report.  We want to be sure the plan to be presented to the public is consistent with policy and give the sponsor some early assurance that the agency will support it.  This is the AFB process.After the district evaluates plans in sufficient detail to select a plan, it documents costs, benefits, & impacts; technical & legal review; status of NEPA, engineering & real estate; & policy issues.  AFB doc is~50 -75% draft report.  Engineering has a major role in AFB.  Need sufficient design, costs, and benefits to pick the recommended plan.HQ reviews for policy compliance, provides comments, and District prepares written responses.  HQ, District, Division, and Sponsor, agencies confer and agree on what is needed to resolve issues.  May be meeting or teleconference.  Site visit may be helpful.  Engineering participates in AFB.HQ issues AFB Guidance Memorandum which documents what must be done.  Normally the draft report is approved for public coordination subject to specific action.  If significant issues, may require that draft report be reviewed by HQ before public review. Q: What kinds of issues would preclude public release? A: Federal interest, NED, NEPA, cost sharing.District then prepares the draft report for concurrent HQ and public review in compliance with AFB guidance memo.More Engineering work may be needed before the draft report is prepared.
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HQ & Public Review of Draft Report

Purpose: NEPA requires 45-day public review; 
HQ reviews adequacy of “decision document”.

Procedures:
 District submits report for concurrent ATR, policy, 

legal and public review; files DEIS with USEPA.
 HQ identifies policy and legal compliance issues; 
 District responds to all comments; evaluates for 

impacts to TSP and scope of remaining work; 
confers with vert team to resolve issues.

 District updates the risk register and decision 
management plan; schedules ADM meeting

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Remember, the TSP documentation was not “the report” that decision-makers will see.  So, HQ is going to get an early look at the decision document by reviewing the draft report at the same time the public reviews it.   NEPA requires public review of draft report for 45 days.District submits draft report to HQ at the same time District distributes draft report to the public and files DEIS with EPA per NEPA.   Concurrent review of draft - ATR, HQ Policy, and public (including sponsor and resource agencies) District prepares written responses.   
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Agency Decision Milestone (ADM)
Purpose: Executive level agreement that TSP is appropriate and 

detailed analysis should proceed as described in DMP
Procedures:
 PDT develops a summary of significant issues from concurrent 

reviews and proposed actions
 Hold IPR with the vertical team, as necessary
 District updates the risk register and decision management plan; 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In preparation for ADM -PDT evaluates feedback from HQ, Division, ATR/IEPR, public, and agencies to determine adequacy of TSP and determine what is needed to resolve issues.  Engineering participates in the issue resolution process.HQ concurs with district decision management plan to complete detailed analysis of the TSP - this documents what must be done for preparation of the final report.
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State & Agency (S&A) Review of Final 
Report

Purpose: NEPA requires 30-day public review; EO & law 
require S&A review.

Procedures:
 CWRB recommends release of final report for state & 

agency review
 Chief of Engineers approves release
 HQ prepares Chief of Engineers Report.
 ASA(CW) transmits to OMB 
 OMB to Congress

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Eventually, a final report has to pass muster and is endorsed by the Civil Works Review Board. NEPA requires a 30-day public review and EO & law require a 30-day review by the affected States and regional or Washington-level offices of the other Federal agencies (e.g.; HUD, DOT, DOI, EPA, FEMA, DOC, USDA).HQ prepares project summary & documentation of review for decision-makers. The target for completion of review is 91 days after DE's notice.Next, HQ prepares responses to S&A comments and the final Chief of Engineers Report. Chief's Report is HQ's recommendation up the chain to ASA(CW).  The last step in review is for ASA(CW) to transmit to OMB.  ASA(CW) has to ask OMB for determination of consistency with the programs of the President.  EO 12322 requires agencies do this before sending any recommendation to Congress.  ASA(CW) and OMB may have questions that the District will have to help answer.  OMB is briefed on the project.  If OK, OMB letter to ASA(CW) OK’s sending report to Congress.  ASA(CW) sends the report to Congress (House T&I; Senate EPW committees) for authorization.  At that time, ASA(CW) signs the Record Of Decision concluding the NEPA process.Then we wait for Congress to pass a WRDA.I’ll talk about Engineering inputs next.
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P&G - Six Step 
Planning Process

6
5

4
3

2
1

Presenter
Presentation Notes
P&G’s Six-Step Planning Process provides a structured, logical approach that results in selection of the recommended planI’m going to cover each step in some detail and give you some idea of where engineering input is needed.
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Step 1 - Identify Problems and 
Opportunities

 Problem = negative; opportunity = positive
Must relate to the Federal objective or state/local 

concerns
 Basis for setting objectives (achieve) & constraints 

(avoid) to guide formulation of plans (see Step 3)
 Specific statements of the desired outcome; present or 

future tense; not restrictive
 Sources:  Prior studies; sponsor, public & agency input

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Step 1 in the Planning Process is to define the water and related land resources problems and opportunities associated with the Federal objective and the concerns of state and local interests.Problems are things that need to be fixed.  Solutions to problems may present other Opportunities (e.g., restore floodplain ecosystem after acquiring the property and removing development).Problems & opportunities are used to guide formulation of plans later in Step 3.  Problems & Opportunities are translated into objectives (i.e., what you want plans to achieve) & constraints (i.e., what you plans want to avoid). Objectives & Constraints are presented as specific statements of the desired outcome.  The tense of the statements can be present or future oriented.  Statements of the desired outcome should not be restrictive.Sources:  Prior studies by USACE and others; sponsor, public & agency input.Engineering Input:  Provide technical assistance in defining objectives and constraints (e.g., does VA Beach have a coastal storm damage problem or a local stormwater management problem or both?)
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Step 2 - Inventory & Forecast 
Resource Conditions

Existing Conditions
 Focus on resources being impacted:
 Physical / Environmental / Socioeconomic

 Define historical and existing conditions; trends

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Step 2 is where we inventory, forecast, and analyze the water and related land resource conditions within the study area that relate to the problems and opportunities identified in Step 1.�Q: What do we inventory and forecast?A: The Physical, Environmental, and Socioeconomic resources that are affected by the problem or that are likely to be affected by alternative plansFirst, we define the problems under historical and existing conditions.  Look at changes in conditions from past to present to identify trends.Engineering Input: data collection strategy; analysis to define magnitude and extent of current / future problemsIf we have time, I have an exercise later to illustrate these points more. 
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Step 2 - Inventory & Forecast 
Resource Conditions

Future Without-Project Conditions
 Forecast future without-project conditions

 Qualitative / Quantitative metrics
 Assumptions are important

 Refine problems and opportunities (Step 1)
 Baseline for formulation and evaluation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Then, forecast what the situation will be under future without-project conditions( i.e., if the Federal Gov’t does nothing, what will happen?  Will someone one else step in?  Does the problem get worse or better?)Method depends on the type of change being measured.  For some resources, like wetlands, the problem might relate to both quality and quantity.  Flooding problems are primarily described quantitatively in terms of Expected Average Annual Damages.What you assume will happen under future without-project conditions is important (e.g.; local land use & stormwater management controls affect future flooding).Use the information to refine statements of problems and opportunities developed in Step 1.Future without-project conditions is the baseline for formulation and evaluation of plans��Engineering Input: data collection strategy; analysis to define magnitude and extent of current / future problemsIf we have time, I have an exercise later to illustrate these points more. 
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Step 3 - Formulate Alternative Plans

 The process of building plans that meet the objectives 
and avoid the constraints
 Management measures: basic features/activities
 Plan: one or more measures
 Program: one or more plans; large area

 Consider structural and nonstructural
 Protect the environment; mitigation
 Formulate the Federal plan and others

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In Step 3 of the planning Process, we formulate alternative plans.Formulation is the process of building plans that meet the planning objectives and avoid the planning constraints identified in Step 1 and refined in Step 2.Management measures are the building blocks of alternative plans.  Management measures are the basic features or activities that accomplish the objective to some degree.An alternative plan is one or more management measuresA program is one or more plans over a larger areaP&G requires consideration of Structural and nonstructural measures; alone and in combinationThe part of the Federal objective that says, “consistent with protecting the Nation’s environment”, means all plans have to Protect the environment; including mitigationWe have to Formulate the NED, NER or combined plan.  We can also formulate other plans that meet state and local objectives (aka, Locally Preferred Plans).NER design example: one side channel; environmentally-friendly armoring
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Step 3 - (continued)

 Formulation / Evaluation criteria:
 Completeness:  includes all features and costs 

needed to realize benefits claimed
 Effectiveness:  degree to which objectives are 

achieved; needs are met
 Efficiency:  cost effective
 Acceptability:  public, agencies, sponsor; meet 

Federal, state and local law
 Iterative - Reformulate

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We Formulate and  Evaluate plans using 4 criteria:Completeness means a plan includes all features and costs needed to realize benefits claimed (e.g., berthing areas for navigation project); mitigationEffectiveness is the degree to which objectives are achieved; needs are met (e.g., 5-foot levee reduces AAD by 70%; 8-foot reduces AAD by 90%).  Efficiency strives for finding the most cost effective solution (e.g., 5- foot levee vs 5-foot floodwall)Acceptability is tough.  Acceptability to USACE means meeting Federal laws and policies.  When dealing with  the public, agencies, and sponsors don’t confuse acceptability with preference.  When it comes to project sponsors, we have to try to accommodate their preferences.Several Iterations of Step 3 may be needed to Reformulate plans to improve performance against the 4 criteria.Engineering Input: identify measures; scale; combinability / dependency; efficiency (Value Engineering)
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Step 4 - Evaluate Effects of  
Alternative Plans

 Forecast future resource conditions with each 
alternative plan (i.e., with-project)

 Compare without- and with-project conditions
 Assess (i.e., quantify) incremental effects:

► Costs, economic benefits, environmental impacts, social 
impacts

► Magnitude, duration, location
► Describe risk and uncertainty

 Appraise (i.e., judge) effects:  good or bad?
 Evaluate against objectives, constraints, and 

Principles and Guidelines criteria
 Reformulate, if needed

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Step 4 is where we evaluate / measure the effects of the plans we formulated in Step 3For each of the resources for which we forecasted the future without project condition in Step 2, we now Forecast future resource conditions with each alternative plan (i.e., with-project)We Compare without- and with-project conditions.  The differences in the two conditions are the effects of each plan.We Assess (i.e., quantify) the incremental effects.  The types of effects we measure include: Costs, economic benefits, environmental impacts, social impacts.  We quantify the magnitude, duration, and location of the effect.For each effect we Describe risk and uncertainty (i.e.; how sure are we about the of the effect?)We then Appraise (i.e., judge) effects to indicate whether the change is good or bad (e.g.; decreased AAD - good; decrease wetland acreage - bad)We then Evaluate each plans effects against the objectives, constraints, and P&G criteria.If plans don’t meet objectives, don’t avoid constraints, and don’t perform well in any of the 4 criteria, Reformulate, if needed.
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Step 4 - P&G’s System of Accounts for 
Display of Effects

 National Economic Development
 Economic costs ($) and benefits ($); required

 Environmental Quality
 Air, water, floodplains, wetlands, fish & wildlife habitat, 

endangered species (units vary)

 Regional Economic Development
 Property values, jobs, tax revenues ($ units)

 Other Social Effects
 Life Safety
 Historical and cultural properties
 Social Vulnerability

Presenter
Presentation Notes
P&G established 4 accounts/categories in which the effects of plans are to be displayed.  A complete discussion of the appropriate account information is critical for a successful Civil Works Review Board (CWRB) briefing.The National Economic Development account measures in $ the Economic costs and benefits that accrue to the Nation.NED reflects the Federal objective and is the only account required to be used.  Others are used only if there are significant effects that decision makers should know about.The Environmental Quality account measures effects on Air & water quality, floodplains, wetlands, fish & wildlife habitat, endangered species.  Units of measurement vary depending on the resource (e.g.; acres, HU, pH, tons NOX, pounds of fish, # of nests).The Regional Economic Development account measures in $ and other units the economic costs and benefits that accrue only in the  project area (e.g.; Property values, jobs, tax revenues).The Other Social Effects account is where impacts on Historical and cultural properties, and safety are shown.A FDR project could protect some historic structures while taking others for which mitigation would be required.A FDR project could reduce potential for loss of life.  This is also highlighted in the CWRB.
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Step 5 - Compare Alternative Plans

 Steps:
1. Compare effects in the “four accounts”
2. Describe significant differences
3. Describe tradeoffs

 Focus on objectives, constraints, P&G 
criteria, environmental requirements
Outputs:
 NED / NER / Combined Plan
 Locally Preferred Plan(s)

 Basis for ranking and plan selection

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Step 5 is the comparison of alternative plans.Step 5 has 3 steps:Compare the effects among plans (BIG PITFALL) organized by category in the 4 accounts so artichokes can be compared to artichokes; costs to costs; FDR benefits to FDR benefits.  Q: What are the 4 Accounts? A: NED, EQ, RED, OSEDescribe the significant differences among plans in each category of effects in each account.Then Describe the tradeoffs between the different categories of effects (e.g., Plan B gets more FDR benefits than Plan A, but destroys more wetlands).  Environmental sustainability must be considered.Comparison Focuses on each plans performance against the planning objectives & constraints, P&G criteria, and environmental compliance requirements.The Outputs of Step 5 are identification of the following plans:�	NED / NER plan - maximizes net NED or NER benefits�	Combination Plan - maximizes net sum of NED and NER benefits�	Locally Preferred Plan(s) - that address other objectivesThe comparison of plans becomes the Basis for ranking and plan selection
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Step 6 - Select Recommended Plan

 The “No Action” is the default recommendation
 Recommend the NED / NER / Combined Plan

(i.e., maximizes net benefits) unless ASA(CW) 
grants an exception.

 Locally Preferred Plan (LPP) Exceptions
 LPP < NED / NER / Combined Plan
 LPP = 1% Flood Protection > NED
 LPP > NED / NER / Combined Plan

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 In Step 6, the recommended plan is selected.“No Action” is the default recommendation.  For us to recommend a plan is has to be “better” than what will happen under the without project condition including any plans to be implemented by others.  Maybe others can solve the problem faster and cheaper that USACE.We have to Recommend the plan that maximizes net benefits unless ASA(CW) grants an exception.  This is the NED / NER / or Combination NED/NER plan.  Exceptions are called Locally Preferred Plans.Policies on Locally Preferred Plan (LPP) Exceptions are:LPP < NED/NER/Combo - categorically exempted if plan accommodates sponsor cost constraints and there is a smaller plan with less net benefits.  For FDR projects, residual risk is not unreasonable. Standard cost sharingLPP = 1% Flood Protection > NED - NED leaves significant risk, unique character, cost not unreasonable.  Standard cost sharingLPP > NED/NER/Combo - complies with laws & policy, Fed share limited to NED/NER.Engineering Input:  MCACES cost estimate(s) for recommended and LPP > NED/NER/Combo (must carry thru PED).
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Questions?
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